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we face a cobbled up hotchpotch that will
entirely belie your optimism.

J HIRSH
Barnet General Hospital,
Barnet, Herts EN5 3DJ

Medical advisory machinery

SIR,-The consultative document on the future
pattern of the medical advisory machinery
produced by the working group chaired by Sir
Henry Yellowlees (DA (81) 1) deserves careful
study. Its key recommendation, from which
many other recommendations follow, is that
statutory district medical committees relating
to the new district health authorities, expected
if the existing single-district area model is
followed, should not be formed.

Since the 1974 reorganisation, in many
single-district areas area medical committees
have worked well, and have been seen to be
effective by both the profession and health
authorities. In others their gestation has been
more difficult, but many of these too are now
becoming effective. Their statutory status
requires health authorities to consult them on
relevant matters and gives them the right to
offer advice to authorities, whether solicited
or not. The consultative document makes no
mention of these statutory rights, and their
absence will make it easier for the professional
view to be ignored by those health authorities
(and they exist) which are so inclined.
The document states (para 1.4), "It is hoped

that on most issues there will be agreement
between hospital consultants and general
practitioners." To those of us who have been
involved this appears very naive. With limited
resources and the differing perspectives of the
three branches of the profession, conflicts of
view are inevitable and need to be recognised,
and if possible resolved. Area medical commit-
tees have provided a formal structure for this,
where decisions are recorded and commitment
obtained. If this is not done, differing views
and changes of opinion can make the task of
a representative on a management team
impossible. The working group's suggestion
(para 1.22) that medical views can be "co-
ordinated" by cross-representation between
single discipline committees and by discussion
between the three medical members on the
management team is quite unrealistic. One or
two members of other disciplines in attendance
at a committee are not in a position to negotiate
but can only agree or oppose, and this is also
the position of the three medical members of
the management team.
The working group seeks to separate the

medical advice required by health authorities
into two types (para 1.19), specialist advice
relating to individual specialties and general
advice based on a broad medical view. This
separation is impractical since no part of the
service exists in isolation, changes in one
inevitably affecting others, and all in competi-
tion for resources. General practitioners
legitimately have a view on how the hospital
services on which they depend are developed,
as have consultants in relation to community
services. Health authorities require clear,
authoritative advice, which requires a mec-
hanism for the discussion and if possible
resolution of inevitable differences of opinion.

If these proposals are accepted, health
authorities will be provided with medical
advice which lacks the authority or commit-
ment of the present system, and often with
conflicting views. Our influence on the develop-

ment and running of the health service will be
diminished and medical commitment will be
more difficult to obtain, to the detriment of
the service, the medical profession, and
ultimately our patients.

G W PAGE
University Health Services
Management Centre,

Birmingham B15 2RT

The RCGP: an inside view

SIR,-Dr M Curwen (3 January, p 67) has a
firm impression that most of the really active
opposition to the Royal College of General
Practitioners comes from older general prac-
titioners.

In October 1980 the five vocational training
schemes in Devon and Cornwall met for a
regional study day, attended by nearly 70
doctors, most of whom were GP trainees, with
a few course organisers, trainers, and con-
sultants. A debate on the motion "This house
believes that an MRCGP examination is
inappropriate for raising standards in general
practice" was won by 56 votes to 12 (one
abstention). Nobody spoke from the floor in
favour of the examination; and there was
considerable criticism expressed, which can be
grouped into (a) a body of opinion against the
examination in its present form; (b) a body of
opinion against the concept of an examination
for entrance to the college; and (c) an over-
whelming feeling against an examination in
any form as a prerequisite for entrance to
general practice.

It seems that many younger doctors are
afraid that the MRCGP examination will
become to general practice what the MRCP
examination is to hospital medicine, not
actually compulsory but effectively a pre-
requisite. The debate result was a motion of
"no confidence" in such a system. Dr Curwen
admires the other Royal Colleges for doing
what the RCGP has not "claimed as a right"
-namely, making membership or fellowship
a virtual necessity for employment, which
suggests that the fears of vocational trainees
in Devon and Cornwall are well founded.

Obviously the "really active" opposition
previously came from older GPs because they
were in a position to understand the issues.
But now vocational trainees are waking up to
what is happening. The college cannot fall
back on statistics and say, "Look how many
young doctors are offering themselves for our
examination." It is my firm impression that
many take it from fear that without it, in years
to come, they will be unable to obtain posts as
principals.
Any modern architect will tell you that the

purpose of a structure should determine its
form. The needs of general practitioners are
different from those of hospital doctors, but we
are witnessing now the sad spectacle of a new
college fitting itself into the same old mould.

T N GRIFFITHS
Vocational Training Scheme Office,
Postgraduate Medical Centre,
Plymouth PL4 8QF

SIR,-I cannot allow the letter from Dr A D
Stoker (17 January, p 229) to pass without
comment. As a secretary of a local medical
committee I try to be aware of current
developments in general practice and I cannot
accept the frequently quoted opinion that "the
status of the GP has sunk to an all-time low."

There have always been good and bad in
general practice and what has happened is
that there is a greater awareness by the public.
Poor standards of care, accommodation, and
availability are increasingly subject to publicity
and this reflects a greater coverage by the
media rather than deterioration in standards
of practice.
Dr Stoker also criticises the Royal College

of General Practitioners. He is not alone in
this and so long as the criticism is constructive
it can only be beneficial. Many feel that the
college lost an opportunity in its early years
of developing into a radically different type of
organisation than it has, and much that can be
criticised is a consequence of attempts to ape
the older royal colleges. Nevertheless, the
increasing self-confidence and independence
of thought in our branch of medicine has been
greatly assisted by the presence of a college
representing general practitioners.

P J ELLIS
Horwich, Bolton BL6 6NW

Revised car allowances

SIR,-Our negotiators in the Joint Negotiating
Committee (10 January, p 167) may not be
aware that the new milage rates affect those
consultants who use their cars extensively on
National Health Service business. Under the
new agreement for standard users I shall
receive £390 per annum less than I received
last year. I note that I have the option of
being paid my current rate of 16-5p per mile
in future years, instead of accepting the new
agreement.
Once again consultants who use their cars

extensively on NHS business are penalised. I
have to make the choice between a reduction
in my milage allowance now or receive a
milage allowance in the future which does not
rise with increasing costs.

TOM HARGREAVES
Department of Chemical Pathology,
Area Department of Pathology,
Heavitree,
Exeter EX2 5DY

***The Secretary writes: "The new package
of milage rates negotiated by the Joint
Negotiating Committee represents an overall
increase in payments to hospital doctors of
34%. The scheme has been completely
restructured, and as a result it was noted that
a few doctors with very high milage might
lose marginally under the new scheme. For
that reason the negotiators insisted on the
safeguard that individual doctors could still be
paid on their old rates if they so wished."-ED,
BMJ.

Doctor's pay review

SIR,-It was refreshing to read Sir James
Howie's Personal View (10 January, p 140)
suggesting that the medical profession should
be restrained when considering its next pay
review, and that this could be recognised as an
act of leadership. I was reminded of Sir George
Pickering's Nuffield Lecture in 1977 entitled
"Medicine at the Crossroads: Learned Pro-
fession or Technological Trades Union,"
in which he expressed his concern that we were
adopting the outlook and behaviour of the
latter.
The rise in average earnings is running at

about 20% and inflation at 15%, 2 million
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